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Chicon To Become
Longest Worldcon Evar!
Dave “Glutton for Punishment”
McCarty has announced that

Garcia To Befriend Martians
The new “favorite” in the bidding 
war for Worldcon 2020 appears 
to be the Mars Rover site. Chris 
Garcia is thinking of changing 
horses, boldly stating that he’s 
willing to work with local fandom 
to make their convention the 
zaniest yet.

The 69th Worldcon Thrust 
Renovation, the 69th Worldcon, 
would like to reassure patrons, 
staff, participants, professionals, 
and fellow fen that all sexual 
positions are permitted - nay, 
encouraged! - at this convention. 
Kids’ Program co-heads, James, 
James, and Crystal, encourage 
everyone to enjoy each other 
responsibly and use protection. 
Multiple forms of protection. In 
related news, Kids’ Programming 
capped out at over 100 participants 
under the age of 12 on Saturday, 
and 150 over the age of 12.

Hugo Preawards Announced
The Hugo for Most Words Written
This Year: Jay Lake.
Best Short Story:
The Renovation shuttle schedule.

Chris Garcia
Wins a Second Hugo!
A new Hugo award for most 
emotional acceptance goes to 
Chris Garcia

SJOF Revolution
The SJOFs silently course through 
the halls of the convention, 
witnessing and taking notes. 
Beware, SMOFs, beware!

Worms In Consuite
Due to the abusive fuckage 
... er, corkage ... waiver in the 
convention center, Consuite has 
now been reduced to serving live 
earthworms. Bottoms up?

Chicon 7 is sure to win awards 
for being the longest Worldcon 
EVAR. As reported by our sister 
publication,The High Space 
Drifter, in edition 9, Chicon 7 will 
run from August 30,2012 through 
September 30,2012. Be sure to 
buy laundry soap, everyone!

New Financing for Worldcons 
Worldcon organizers put a quarter 
in the slot machine and can now 
finance the floating hotel project. 
The treasurer is pleased.

Continuous Record Setting 
Robert Silverberg has spent 
the equivalent of one year at 
Worldcons, each one for the past 
57 years. Nearly nine months of 
that was spent on his speeches at 
Hugo ceremonies. Not that any 
complaints have been heard.

Note to all Hugo Winners: 
During the rehearsal of the Hugos, 
you were warned not to spit polish 
your award upon receipt. It has 
since become public, however, that 
they were cleaned with toothpaste 
prior to the ceremony, which 
explains the minty-fresh scent. We 
retract previous instructions.

In related news, adults will stay 
in kids program and kids will 
run [amouk in] the convention 
center. McCarty is clearly being 
influenced by James Bacon in his 
conrunning.

Defenders of the Mark
The Mark0 Protection® 
Committee® would like to have 
a word with Jay Lake™ , who, 
in clear violation of the WSFS® 
Trademark™ , used the Hugo™ 
Rocket® on a non winning work: 
his head.
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To Crystal: Ponies, ponies, ponies!

To Kij: No, not those ponies!

To the instigators: Choose!
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Hot Topic
Renovation has sparked a new 
fad in fandom: The Recreation 
of Reno. All participating 
conventions will put dehumidifiers 
in their hotels, the better to 
increase nosebleed incidence. 
Rebellious conventions are 
encouraging their staff to run hot 
showers in their rooms 24/4 to 
increase humidity.

Chicon Art Reception Advance 
Notice/Warning

The Chicon art show reception 
will require nudity for entrance. 
All attendees will be sketched by 
Boris Vallejo.
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Typesetting at Readercon 
Nicholas “phi” Shectman has 
announced that this year’s 
Readercon Art Show shall have 
a special typesetting category, 
professionally juried. He solicits 
submissions from the Worldcon 
community. In a clear political 
move against the International 
Handwriter’s Society, scribed 
entries on vellum will not be 
accepted.

Lost and Found:
All my money, it will probably be 
found near a slot machine. Kindly 
return to me at the poker table.

New Hugo Category
Submissions:
- Worst hotel carpeting
- Most badge ribbons collected
- Worst haiku collection

Eric in the Elevator fans riot.
On seeing that the ten year 
retrospective screening of Eric in 
the Elevator took place in a hotel 
room, thousands of EintE fans 
rioted... well, ok, a few hundred... 
all right, all right, a couple 
dozen... well maybe it was just a 
few of them. You can’t fit _that_ 
many people in an elevator!

“I preferred Docherty’s elegant 
enunciation of ‘fuck me,” but 
George R. R. Martin did pretty 
well”

“I’m a sucker for a bald man in a 
tiara.”

“What if, during the height of the 
AIDS crisis in the USA, a gay 
vampire decided to save people by 
turning them?”

Message Board:
To Marina: Half the con is in love 
with you. The other half wants your 
Hugo base. Please forgive us?

“Are you an introvert pretending 
to be an extrovert?” (random fan) 
“No, I’m a mouse pretending to be 
a god!” (Howard Tayler)

To the Hugo Escorts: Our time 
backstage was unforgettable! 
When can we do it again?

To Jame Bacon: Don’t feel jealous 
of Chris because we mentioned 
him more in this newsletter.

The Convention Haiku
Sex sex sex sex sex
Parties parties more parties
Enjoying Worldcon

And now for the only serious 
article in this newsletter: 
Steampunk fans often have 
elegance, steampunk comic 
creators have tons of class on 
top of it. Well done! Well done 
indeed!

Questions? Comments? Feel free 
to email faux.newsletter@gmail. 
com. Please note that we are not 
responsible for your lack of a sense 
of humor.

Overheard at the con
“Did you even put that down since 
getting it, Garcia?”
“Well, I didn’t SHOWER with it...”
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Garcia Health Advisory Note 
The Reno General Hospital has 
announced that Chris Garcia is in 
stable condition. He was brought 
in last night in a state of complete 
catatonia, but his doctor expects 
him to recover within a year or 
two. “I don’t know what you 
people did to him, but I will make 
sure there is an investigation of the 
clearly inhuman act that caused 
such emotional distress”
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